H ONe shines at microsoft INspire
SOUTH eaST ASIA NEW MARKETS 2020
Microsoft Inspire SEA NM 2020 Partner Awards was held on the 24th September 2020
virtually connecting all the Microsoft partners. The awards night consisted of 12
categories to recognize and appreciate partner contribution in the past year 2019/2020.
H One once again set standards in digital transformation landscape by becoming finalists
in 10 categories and winning 4 main awards.

Modern Workplace
Security Partner

Modern Workplace
Teamwork Partner

Partner to Partner
Co Sell Excellence

H One was recognized as
the Modern Workplace
Security Partner of the Year
as the company excelled
beyond its peers in driving
Security Conversations and
adoption for its customers
empowering them to
create substantial and
sustainable growth by
transforming their
workplace.

For excelling in driving
adoption of Microsoft
Teams to its customers
while creating and
curating a true modern
workplace by enabling
them to be more mobile,
more secure and more
collaborative, H One was
recognized as the Modern
Work Teamwork Partner
of the Year.

H One won the Partner to
Partner Co Sell Excellence
Award being recognized
as the Partner who
embraced the Partner-toPartner (P2P) motion and
capitalizing on each
partner’s expertise and
core competencies to
deliver greater value
through partnerships to
its customers.

Country Partner
of the Year
Recognizing the continuous
excellence H One showcased
in implementing innovative
cloud transformation
solutions to its clientele the
company was awarded as
the Microsoft Country
Partner of the Year 2020
imprinting its mark once
again as the leading cloudsolutions provider of Sri
Lanka.

THE TEAM WHICH MADE IT ALL POSSIBLE!
H One attributes to a powerful combination of a performance
enabling culture and local knowledge paired with global
expertise. This huge success at the Microsoft Inspire SEA NW
2020 is a testament to the commitment and effort H One team
brings in to deliver timely solutions to solve complex business
challenges.
This incredible win would not have been possible without the
trust

and

the

confidence

our

diversified

clientele

has

bestowed us with. We will continue to strive to ensure that
our customers receive their expected results and commitment
without any compromise.
H One has been working together with Microsoft for the past
12 years spearheading some of the most ambitious cloudbased technological transformations in Sri Lanka and we are
humbled and honoured to be consecutively recognized by
Microsoft both globally and regionally. As advocators of digital

“Migrations to cloudbased systems, remote
work and learning
platforms have gathered
momentum, particularly
in the wake of the
volatility created by the
COVID pandemic. These
changes are part of a
larger trend towards
the consumerisation of
IT, which over time will
form the foundation of a
new economic order, and
we are proud to be
leading the charge on
this endeavour for
Microsoft in Sri Lanka,

transformation, we at H One will continue to empower and
enable customers consistently with world class solutions and
technology.

- SAMATH FERNANDO
CEO OF H ONE (PVT) LTD

